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American Medical Association Approves Biology Courses Engineering Students
Work
Field
To
Larger
Qet
Have
Labs
Clinical Laboratory Technician Course
Four Courses Listed
Werby
States Dr.

Inspection Results In
K. By Board,
Says Letter

Dr. Helen Werby, head of the
biology department, told the Spectator this week thaat she was
gratified by the progress of her

LO.

department during her three-year
tenure as head of the department,
but she also hopes for continued
enlargement and increased equipment in the future.
The latest development of the
progress of the biology department is the new laboratory and

By Ann Baillargeon

I

Thursday morning, a letter
as received by Dean James
McGoldrick, S. J., from
illiam D. Cutter, M. D., Sectary of American Medical
ssociation, notifying him
at after a thorough investition, the Course for Clinical
iboratory Technicians at Setle College and Providence
jspital has b&en approved
id registered by thf Amerin Medical Association.

Fall Production
'Tons Of Money'
Chosen By Guild
"Tons

of

Money,"

hilarious

farce, has been chosen as the fall
quarter production at the College.
Tryouts will be held Monday eve-

In The Five Year
Study Plan

Seattle College's new school of
engineering opened its doors to
students this week. Long looked
forward to, and especially valuable
because of the present world situation, the new college is headed
by Dr. H. T. Drill, also head of
the physics department.

ning from 7 to 9 at Providence
stock room on the third floor of Hospital. The cast calls for four Four engineering courses wi
be available, mechanical, electri
the science building. The new women and six men.
"This year the Drama Guild will civil and chemical, and the fu
laboratory, having four tables
which will seat ten students each, not limit its activities exclusively course required for a degree i
will be able to seat forty students. to acting, but will also branch out any of the four branches lasts fh
"The most modern feature," de- into the production field. In pre- years. An innovation to engin
clared Dr. Helen Werby, "is the vious years the Guild has just eering courses in the west, but a
new lighting system which is acted, never handling the actual established practice in the large
adapted from the system now in production. They will be taught eastern schools of engineering, i
use at Oregon State College. This the art of makeup that goes into the requirement that one year i
system consists of three lights, producing a show." commented the five will be spent by the stut
hanging down over each table, Father Carmody, faculty moder- ent in actual field work, workin
which will enable the students ator.
in an industrial organization spec
to see through microscopes more
"This year, with full coopera- ializingin his field of study. Ap
easily and eliminate shadows be- tion of the student body, we will pointments to the various indus
Recently an inspection was made
ing cast upon specimens by other have one of the best Drama Guilds trial plants will be made by
y Dr. F. H. Arestad, M. D., a
students."
that has ever been fortunate committee composed of both in
member of the staff of the AmerDr. Helen Werby said, "the new enough to represent Seattle Col- dustrialists and members of th
an Medical Association, with refScenes such as the above were a common sight at the registrar's office even up until stock room (the former women's lege," said Bill Orland, newly engineering school faculty. Th
plan calls for two students work
rence to the course for clinical the time the Spectator went to press.
lounge) was more important to the chosen secretary-treasurer.
ing on each job, one spending a
department because it would allow
aboratory technicians conducted
month at work and a month a
greater efficiency and convenience
>y Seattle College in cooperation
school, alternating with the othe
for the students." She hopes that
ith Columbus and Providence
students, the length of the fteli
eventually separate divisions will
ospitals. The recent visit of in-,
courses lasting two years.
be installed for the preparation oi
lection was in response to an apmedia and storage equipment.
The school will be housed in
the former Madison Street ca
lication for registration of the
The new laboratory was necesbarn, which the College purchaseo
sary because of the increased enaboratory training course conductfrom the city of Seattle in a sur
rollment of students caused by the
d by Providence Hospital in coneed of more nurses for the govResults Secret prise move last Spring quarter
peration with the Seattle College.
Test
According to Dr. Drill, organizei
Many of the educational activTo date, Wednesday, Octo- the fastest growing College in from Marylhurst Women's ernment and the establishment of
Before Approved
and head of the department, the
a new course for medical techniities of this hospital including the ber 1, with registrations still the United States.
College, Oswego, Oregon.
engineering building, ■ nee car
cians. The new laboratory and
training of laboi'atory technicians
In 1931 when the College The courses especially ap- stock room will eliminate the con- Senior and Sophomore students barn, has a floor space almos
are carried out in affiliation with coming in, the figures of 941
fusion caused by the overcrowded wil vie for two posts in student equal to that of the new Libera
Seattle College. The course re- students enrolled in the day opened at its present locapealing were Engineering, and overlapped classes.
quires three years of college train- school and
body offices on Oct. 9, in Room Arts building. At present the
a total of 1323 for tion there were only 36 men
ing and one year of practical work
hoped the new 7, at 12:10 p. m. Competitors will building is undergoing renovation
saying
While
she
with an enrollment of 40 stu- laboratory and stock room
roofing as well as flooring
in a hospital laboratory for the de-- both day and night enroll- students enrolled. The preswould be queried on the A.S.S.C. consti- new
college
and ments predict that this year's ent enrollment figure makes dents, Business Administra- be ready for use beginning next tution and its by-laws in confor- being installed.
gree. Two years of
Dr. Drill, named head of the
week, she also mentioned it was mation to the requirements as laid
one year of hospital experience are
new school, spent two years with
required for a certificate in labor- enrollment will surpass even the College not only the larg- tion with about I;)0full time the second step of progress made down in the constitution.
the Portland Electric
Car Co., and
that .of ..List,ysfir... /LnftfitrrHifl ast Cfttholio col.1 -.v; on.tl
g de- '■ Vt. (J?partraont. mrt tfoa ."fflntll Already prepa.eri'
"
"'«,
"■
iter the sen- ais.,' Bp\Hi
~t-;ll<>~~i
"Preliminary training in biolo- to Father James B. McGold- cific Coast but also estab- partment being patronized coal is the enlargement of the
biology department until it covers test to fill vacancies on the Judi- building contractor. He was a
gy, chemistry, bacteriology, etc., rick,
Board, is an examination professor at Oregon State College
largest
largest
Dean
of
Studies
more
ishes
it
as
the
the
private
jvith
up
number
for
the entire third floor in the Sci- cial
provided
and
has been amply
based
on pure logic and memory. for eleven years, during- which
building.
(Hjce
regiscollege
on the Pacific Coast. to date.
will be further enhanced by the than 200 additional
The test will prove the person's time he received his master's desplendid facilities of the new trants are expectedduring the
Students come from Oregon, Scholarships were granted
capacity for clear thinking and gree at the University of Oregon
building which now constitutes the
Idaho,
enrolling
Montana,
next
week
that
is
the retention, of material. The and later he received his Ph.
Wyoming,
Prep,
to students from Seattle
main unit of the college," stated
test, especially prepared for the D. in physics at the University of
allowed.
the inspection report.
and Alaska, as well as from ODea, Holy Rosary, Holy Anoccasioji by the remaining judge, Washington. Dr. Drill came to
hospital assumes full resThis will be a substantial both eastern and western gels in Seattle, Bellarmine in
will be simple providing the con- Seattle College as head of the
ility for the financial needs increase
testant
reads the constitution at- physics department in 1939, and
compared
as
with
Washington.
Tacoma,
Marquette, and St.
laboratory school since the
is now in charge of both physics
Placing the date of the first tentively.
Typical representative Joseph in Yakima for highest Saturday
ts do not pay any tuition ex- last Fall Quarters' record regengineering departments.
fourth,
class
October
college
anyone
or and
uring the regular
istration of 1409 students. groups are those twelve stu- marks. Numerous music Father James B. McGoldrick, S.J., Without applying to
telling anyone that he will take
The actual training, howof Seattle College announced the inquiry, a person may walk
s under the immediate sup- These figures substantiate the dents from Ketchikan, Alas- scholarships were offered to deanopening
of the regular fall into the examining room and take
n of the hospital patholo- claim that Seattle College is ka, as well as eight students outstanding music students. the
term of Saturday classes.
specific time. It
Seminars in the philosophy of the test at the
The laboratory department is
education, and graduate courses is advised that eligible (not holdbody office)
under the full time direction of
in English and history will be of- ing any other student
Seniors see Bill
and
Sophomores
Dr. Alfred L. Balle (University of
fered. The classes are expected
Moffat so that copies of the A. S.
Oregon Medical School, '28; Amto draw a large enrollment.
(5f
Clinical PatholThe parlor of the Otis Hall was
erican Society
The course, open to both men S. C. Constitution may be forogists). The technical staff inand women, will continue through- warded to the individuals. Cons- the scene of tea honoring the Secludes: Sister M. Olive, R. N., Sisout the regular scholastic year. titutions are promised by Friday,' attle College women students both
The College offers two organiwhich will ensure ample time for old and new Wednesday of Actter in Charge; Miss Nell O'Hallto
zations enable the student to deoran, BSc, 3 years experience,
anyone to master them.
ivities Week. The table was very
velop that essential quality of self
head technician in charge of paraattractively decorated with the
The Mendel Club, the largest or- SPEC. REPORTER
expression, so necessary for sucelection
1
Unlike the thrills of an
sitology and bacteriology; Miss
ganization within Seattle College,
scheme being pink and white.
cess.
Special
'
meeting
will be this examination will cause great color
Norma Roman, BSc, 3 years exThe mantel held a large white
meeting of the year,
held
its
first
The "College Forum" was insti- Wednesday, September 24.
due to its secrecy. An: bowl of beautiful African Marihonor the new members of
perience
Chemistry, serology;
Presi- held Monday at noon. Im- suspense
— 2 years ex- theTofaculty
tuted two years ago to assist the
election
must
have its winners1 golds.
and to better acquaint beginner
portant
Miss Louise Uhlig
opened
meetingby
Haines
the
matters will be announced immediately,
establishing a solid dent
in
but the
Beth
perience,
urinalysis;
welcoming
Many delicious and clever reMrs.
the entire faculty with one another, foundation in the
all the new members to
— 3 years of college,
fundamentals of the club. He also briefly reviewed covered at this session. judges are not confirmed until freshments were served; especially
was
Martin
Scroll,
—
the Silver
Women's Activ- elocution.
they are appointed by the A.S.S.C. i outstanding were the pinwheel
trained at Harborview Hospital
the various activities of the organ- Room 6, Science Building.
The Gavel Club is composed of ization throughout the past scholelectors.
tissues, chemistry; and Miss Kay ity Honorary, will take charge of a
| sandwiches contributed by FranWilson, 2 years experience hem- reception and high tea this coming students who have had previous astic year, which was climaxed by
jces McGuire. Mrs. Leonard acted
Sunday afternoon, October fifth. elementary training in speaking or the annual picnic.
as head hostess in a beautiful blue
sponsored
by
The
affair
Father
debating.
is
Past experience has
chiffon with silver accessories.
Students work directly under the Francis E. Corkery,
!
J.,
S. the Pres- proven that our talent is found in
Guest Speaker
supervision of trained technicians
j Those who assisted Mrs. Leonard
ident of the College, and will be
and are carefully checked in all given at the home of Peggy Ann all four years, last year's winner The introduction of Father GerI were Miss Jean Ross, Verna PaCup
of the "President
Debate" betheir assignments. Informal dis- McGowan at four o'clock.
I ton, Madeline Pacquin. Mary
ing a member of the freshman ald Beezer, S. J., the Mendel Club
Frances Grossman, Bernice Gaffcussions or lectures are held on the
moderator
and
guest
speaker
for
ney, Ruth Brand, Alberta Grieve,
various phases of the laboratory Receiving the guests will be Mrs. class.
evening,'
preceded
by
the
was
the
Adele Campbell, and Betty Mcj
service and practical examinations Marie Leonard,, Dean of Women In their more relaxing moments presentation of the officers for the
Carthy. Those serving were:
are conducted at frequent inter- and an honorary member of the the club offers a social calendar of coming year, namely Bob Lowden,
Jeanne Pacquin, Marileen McGinvals throughout the course. In ad- Silver Scroll; Dr. Helen Werby, ad- skating parties, college mixers, and vice president; Marion Treiber, secnis, Shirley Hansen, and Catherdition to technical work students visor of the Silver Scroll, and Nora finally, an annual picnic.
Nelson,
and
Don
treasurer.
retary;
College
enjoy
may
Seattle
students
now
their
noontime
organizarepast,
These recreational activities
receive training in the charting of Keavy, President of the
ine Mayer.
Father Beezer related the inter- coke or whatever they have for lunch, without setting foot off the The girls who poured werememreports and indexing and filing of tion. Pouring wlil be Rosemary seem to assist the eager student
Weil, Secretary-Treasurer of the in pursuit of the principles of bet- esting highlights of last year's va- College Campus, because more space is available this year. Mrs. bers of the Silver Scroll, women's
rious meetings. He explained in Reynolds has moved her cook house and beanery from the K. C. hall ! honorary society.
The impression of Dr. F. H. Ar- honorary society and Frances Mc- ter speaking.
estad, M. D., after his thorough Guire, President of the Associated In addition to the debating detail the different motion-pictures to the basement of the science building.
To add to the lovely enchantinvestigation was: "The laboratory Women Students and a member of within the club the teams attend viewed by the club, and further
To the scholar who has the faculty for being late to his classes, ment of the atmosphere numerous
training school conducted by Pro- the Silver Scroll. Assisting in the various tournaments throughout told how the movies made the lec- the cafeteria location will prove a boon since only a few steps need piano selections were played by
vidence Hospital in cooperation serving will be Bettie Kumhera, the Northwest. The final high tures more comprehensible. He also be taken, after the snappily served lunch, to enter any of the class Misses Teresa Beyer, Rosemary
with the Seattle College appears Mary Doherty, Betty Germer, Lor- point of the year is reached when outlined the many advantages the j rooms. By the student who has to observe the rules of budgeting, Bischoff, Mary Ellen Petrich and
to fulfill all of the major require- rayne Eisen, Ida Ganzini, and Peg- a select team is sent into Eastern pre-nursing, pre-medical, and mcd- j the values found on the
Brown.
menu will bo instantly approved. High jJuanita
ments of the Council of the Am- gy Ann McGowan who comprise Washington and Idaho, or Califor- ical technology student could de-1 quality and low prices
keynotes
are
the
in
Mrs.
Reynolds'
the members of the Silver Scroll. nia to represent Seattle College rive from joining the Mendel Club.|
business
erican Medical Association.''
code.
in a series of contests against this
better known colleges and univerThe cafeteria located on the north side of the building opens itNew Policy
FLASHES AT PRESSTIME
Competitive examinations
sities.
golden portals to the hunger maddened mob of Seattle Collegians
MenDuring
coming
year
the
the
As the SPECTATOR WENT TO PRESS word was received that
The club meets each Wednesday del Club will hold its meeting ev- between the hours of 11 a. m. and 1 p. m. the (Junkers and caffein for the student body offithe Mendel Club was planning a mixer to be held Friday, October at 8 P. M.
cers of Senior and Sophoery three weeksinstead of its for- fiends of the student body will find hot coffee and doughnuts avail10. Bill Stapleton and Bob Lowden were named co-chairmen.
mer policy of bi-monthly meetings? able anytime after 8 a. m.
judges Thursday, Oc* * *
more
At this time no definite date has
The interior decoration of the new house of values, as ~"yH. not
JUNIORS
9, 12:10, Room 7.
tober
interested
in
meeting
Photographers, attention! Will all men who are
been set for the second
finished, are very
to a good appetite with bright
The first meeting of the of the year, which will be held walls and ceilings.conducive
Men and women
taking pictures for the Aegis or department of publicity please
All animal life foreign to that of the human
year at which elections will in the very near future.
contact either Ted Mitchell or Bill Bates. This call is urgent.
species found within the realm of Mr. Reynolds' cafeteria are either students of the Sophomore
The publicity department is also looking for men and women to
The Mendel Mixer, which was exterminated upon recognition or the exist is firmly and promptly and Senior classes.
be held, is scheduled for
one
of the most important and made known to them. With this rule of cleanliness
write news sl/ies for the downtown and out-of-town papers. Any
Tuesday noon, room 6, successful
and with accomoBILL MOFFATT,
Bates,
to
see
Bill
director
activities of the club dati s for one hundred, Mrs. Reynolds'
qualified
is
advised
student who feels
J
cafeteria takes on the air
Friday,
scheduled
library.
year,
Building.
to
Science
last
is
for
the
Chief Judge.
of publicity in the Publicity Office, Room 401, next
1
of a metropolitan cafe ranking high in culinary skill.
Oct. 10 at the K. C. Hall.

Judicial Board

Record Enrollment Indicated
By Latest Registrar's Figures

Examinations Set
By Justice Moffat

—

.

Saturday Classes
Start Tomorrow

P

Faculty Honored
By Silver Scroll
At Tea Sunday

—

Forum and Gavel
Head Debating

Otis Tea
Rates High

Mendel Presents
New Officers

.

■

...

—

1

Basement Beanery, Alias
College Cavern, Sets Up
Shop In Science Building

■

*

A.S.S.C.Notice!!

...

cheerT^
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THE SPECTATOR
Official publication of the Associated Students of Seattle College.
Founded December, 1932. Published Friday during the scholastic
year. Business Address: Broadway and East Madison Street, Seattle,
Washington. Subscription Rate: 50 cents per Quarter. Advertising
Rates on application.

Friday, October 3, 1941

Brand New Guardians Of
BY RUTH BRAND

Malmassaglitis

Students' Rights

GUFF

Did you ever undergo the torture meted out by what is generally called a masseur or mass-

If a Hollywood talent scout
To the students of any col- euse? Well, up until the other
had been invited to the tea lege or institution the high- night, Iw,as running
around a
Bob LaLanne
EDITOR givenby the
Women Students est student body officesin im- happy man, but Ifell into the web
Joe Eberharter
ASSOC. EDITOR
of Seattle College in honor of portance are the Judgships." of a well-muscledbone-twister, and
B. J. Dunham
NEWS EDITOR
look at me now. I'm a wreck
Marjorie Staples
FEATURE EDITOR the incoming Freshies, I'm Seattle College with its wellI I've got malmassageitis.
_
Dan Riley
SPORTS EDITOR sure S. C. would now be sadly formed student government Stripped down to a coat of rubAh!yes Life is filled with many shortcomings; one of the
bing compound that smelled like
NEWS STAFF— Nan Standish, Dick McGuire, Ed Craig, Joe Minardi, lacking in the feminine ele- lias three offices, ranking in gin-soaked cigar butt, I lay on most dismal of these failings did we experience during the
ment. Ihave been told that line with the president andI a table in frightful apprehension happy handshaking
Bill Pettinger, Ed Kohls.
week just passed. Because our choice
the essential requisites of a ather A. S. S. C. officers, of what was to come. Without a
Brand, Gen Crenna, Ted Mitchell, Margaret Slissman, Bill Mofpaternal
word
advice
of
last
warning
of
massive
hands
issue had completely, though roughly,
young glamour star are those of the judgships. This' grabbed my face in a death grip,
fet, Dan Riley, Lee Clark, Kit Eisen.
lifted
the
frenzied
frosh
from the depths of frenzy, we were
charm, poise, and beauty, and student council group controlsl and bent my jaws into a V for
Z1..._
TYPIST
Becky Mc~Ard7e
given
puerile gloating. But suddenly,
I.T.Z
'.
somewhat
a
little
to
Wednesday last there was presidential powers and re- victory.
finger and a thumb slyly as if by the rude quiz of a curious professor, we were jerked
Then
a
■EPDI9INTID FOR NATIONAL ADVERTISING IV
certainly an over-abundance serves to each A. S. S. C. of-" crept to the tip of my nose and
to a harsh realization— 'tis not the newcomer but the old
National AdvertisingService,Inc.
grasped
lightly.
particularof
these
three.
We
it
I
Suddenly
fice
the
i
powers
delegated
to
Col/tic t'ublishers Refircscntativt
student, the taken-for-granted fixture, who really needs enly caught the following and it in the school constitution. was another Pinoccio, with a beak
420 Madison Aye.
New York.N. Y.
"
and
vibrating
SAN FRANCISCO
back
forth like a lightening counsel. Behold the inveterate hall-pacer as he
CHICAGO
BOSTON LOS ANGELES
mentally wrote them down for Supremacy of the JudicialBoard banjo string. Before Icould scream,
your edification: Jean Ross's is plainly uncontested; its words the old smeller had snapped back wanders naively through the new Arts Building, sans purA WALKING CORPSE
and decisions are held as final and stung me sharply on the right pose, sans dignity, sans lunch-bag. A pitiful sight, what?
A corpse doing anything other than remaining con- long sleeved crimson jacket and binding on the association. As cheek. My heart still inmy mouth, Oft overcome by the sheer beauty of it all, the upperclassinterpreters of the constitutionand Ioffered a silent prayer, begging
—
vincingly a corpse is news startling enough to make topping a white moire skirt; guardians
of students' rights the to be released from this semi-ra- man will stand enraptured for hours motionless, thoughtMarileen
McGinnis
in
billowthe front page of every newspaper in the country.
Judiciary has stored up a specGargantua.
less.
ing pink taffeta; Jeanne Pa- tacular history of dramatichappen- tional
could say, "Take
The Spectator does not claim discovery of a corpse quin's
Quicker than I
Grecian model in blue; ing and exciting cases. Outstand- it easy, Bud," those banana bunch Daily one can see a smiling Senior gazing entranced at the
acting out of the ordinary; rather it has been found
ing in its files is the case of the hands
my neck in a vice-like modernistic first floor clock. "Its new and beautiful," he
that many upperclassmen at Seattle College are ca- Peggy McGowan,a portrait in Freshman Amendment a point of grip. had
guy must have been says, "and the big hand goes around once every hour."
This
tinder originating with the consti- a pipe-fitter, because he tried to
daverous in every respect when it comes to activities black velvet and starched I|tution's
founding. The amendment, screw my meek off— no kidding. I Just this morning, Doctor Magdael, M. M. (Master of
while lace; Bernice Gaffney,
around the school.
which
takes
effect this year, will think' he succeeded, and got an el- Maintenance) found a wretched chem student religiously tapand young in mar-j|give this year's
frosh active repre- bow back in its place at least I
Certainly the majority of this select circle do bouffant
quisette; Mary Ellen Galvin,,sentation on the Advisory Board. can find no other reasonable reas- ping the basement walls. The poor fellow, not realizing that
nothing of importance when one of their leaders call
insure against prejudice and on for getting my necktie in my he wasn't in the Science Building, was bent on finding his
for support. Certainly they contribute nothing toward a veritable Hedy Lamarr in toTo
strengthen confidence in a just mouth all the time.
"hidden" chem lab and his endeared tubes and flasks.
the success of greater Seattle College, toward the her shirtmaker crepe. Very- Judicial Board a sophomore and My arms were twisted— like Much like him is the determined co-ed who, since the first
lovely girls, and if it hadn't two upperclassmen constitute the wringing out an old towel. My
setting of a good example to the underclassmen. The
The sophomore is appointed stomach was beaten down to a day of class, has been doggedly seeking an entrance to the
Spectator brands the majority of Juniors and Seniors been for the invitation com- board.
at the beginning of the Fall term mere nothing. My lungs were col- new south wing. Sounding walls, trying windows, pounding
you'd probably all be and serves on
the A.S.S.C. board lapsed. My vertebra was made the sealed doors, she never seemed to tire, never appear tobe disas being dead as far as Seattle College activity —is mittee
Hollywood
right now.
in
for a three-year period. Competi- victim of a she-loves-me, she-loveuconcerned. They are dead except for one thing
In our scouting this week- tive examinations are held within not game, and with each she-loves- couraged. One bright morning she turned up with all the
they walk our halls.
the first three weeks of the Fall me, or she-loves-me-not, a heavy paraphernalia needed to dynamite. At that point, however,
yarn caps Quarter.
The examinationis made fist gleefully beat my backbone to
The Spectator resents this infringement on the end, those bright
judges in office and bits. Instead of feeling like the the happily proud Grounds Beautiful Committee interfered
capping
by
seem
to
be
all
sales.
the
up
qualities of a legitimate corpse. It insists that the
a pun?? With covers the constitution of the rock of Gibralter, it now feels like to stifle completely this brave undertaking of our Collegiate
upperclassmen become convincingly alive or be kind What ho
school. Two vacancies occur this bag of navy beans.
Joan of Arc. Undaunted, the younglady was last reported
their tassels and pompoms year because of a surprise resig- a
enough to stop trying to fool the public into believ- 'plus
The Doc he called himself Doc to be contemplating a parachute attack on said south wing.
judge
year.
last
The
a sport coat and pigskin nation of a
plied his wares to my legs. He
ing that such a thing as a walking corpse exists.
they're enough
vacancies this year are open to wrapped one arm around my ankle, j And the extravagantly numbered rooms
pull-ons you're set for any- sophomores
and seniors, respect- put one foot in the small of my to baffle
Consider
majors.
the
mathematics
the innoeven
thing from a hamburger at ively
back, braced his other foot against cent
himself
misread
room
schedule
andfound
Junior who
his
Pat's to a movie in town.
the rubbing table, and pulled. I
listened
to
the poundjust like alone inroom 123. For 50 minutes he
We mustn't forget the boys
became a seven-foot giant —
I'm
a
that.
Then
he
let
loose
clickity-clack
of a teleing throb of a furnace boiler and the
this week, (How could we),
midget. He repeated the proced-1
engineering
courses
are
phone
jumper-board.
"These
new
and so we give the honors for
ure with the other leg. It was so
bad, one leg looked at the other wonderful," he violently insisted to the little men in white
the most glamorous tie to
To any stranger passing the front of Seattle College at about 8
and said, "Brother. I'm sure glad ' that carted him avw&y.
Mr.John- Early, heavy
o'clock Sunday morning- it would seem that the regular week-day none other than
snowfall this year I've served that stretch."
We always did on Mount Rainier presages good Then he massaged the bottomof
classes were not enough; that Sunday classes were being inaugurated nie Deignan
thought
more
studies.
No
growing
red,
demand for
yellow, green and skiing and the Seattle College Ski my feet. It tickled. Ipleaded, I
to take care of the
lean to
laughed, Icried. He kept
such as that was in the minds of those who gathered to take the first orange combinations. Yes, Club, guided by President Joe begged, I
English, plans to take full advan- on tickling, laughing gleefully all
jaunt of the season into the rugged regions which surround the majSir-e-e-e.
tage of \t. %§<; .year's first meet- the tim^. Finally, when I wa3
estic Mt RajKier, Hiking WfJB the program and. hiking was to fill

-
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Students Plan
Ski Trips

Hikers Unhampered By
Natures Ups andDowns

...

—

...

Nelson Elected
Club President

ing is yet to be held, but already on the verge of mental collapse,
the day.
A FRESHMAN SPEAKS
plans are being formulated.
he quit. Ijust kept on laughing
Folks, meet Don Nelson, the newUnder the able leadership of grinding noise as the driver
greenie,
year and jumping around. Then he benot
at
me
just
trips
Look
as
a
The
number
of
this
ly-elected
President of the hiking
president
compound
gears
of
the
HikNelson,
smoothly
Don
slid the
With blushing face and Alpine is to exceed that of last, two of gan slapping me around. I quit
club.
Isn't
he suave?
ing Club, more than fifty of the into place.
slapped
beanie;
which will be held previous to the laughing. I've never been
student body climbed into the two j
A great big truck
prominent
junior hails from
my
so
much
in
all
life.
When
he
This
team
though
For
I
be new and still unselection so that those wishtrucks which were furnished and
With the speed of light
got through, my skin looked like
polished,
ing
place
may
for
a
comtry
to
grandmajoring
into
Seattle
and
is
in meditransported
the
The wheels turned round
were
My powers of thought have not pete in slalom and downhill races. an over-ripe tomato, and— felt like
But the mud held tight,
by
iose "bewilderness" which is our
cine.
He
is
well
liked
eds and
Exactly where the club will go a well-done cube steak he even
demolished.
Northwest.
Hi-Yo Silver!
co-eds and as for his personallikbasted
me
oil.
with
hot
trips
on its
has not yet been deings, blonde hair, blue eyes, and
Motor transportation terminated To the great consternation of I, too, have thoughts and plans cided, depending,
of course, on the "After a full hour of this nerveone of those rare super personalat the White River Camp everyone the truck was stuck.
and schemes
conditions to be found at Mount wrecking hokus-pokus the Doc let
ities fill the bill. Fried chicken is
Grounds. After a short lunch and Ever-failing methods were em- To build up strong our school's Baker, Summit and Paradise. me up. "Take your shower now,"
his favorite dish and wooden shoes
long dreams,
a look around, more than a hund- ployed until the other truck
Since Narada Falls is to be the he said, "by the way, how do you
are his favorite peeve, quote "Dugred hikers began the long march. hooked up. In no time at all we I
have much to give and more to terminal for private cars going to feel?"
highway
Come on! Turn out for orches- outs were never intended to be
Destination: an old mining cabin were rolling along the
learn
winter,
"Oh,
fine,"
stuttered,
Paradise
this
it
is
evident
I
feel
I
three and a half miles up yonder and singing all the latest of songs. V.'ith all your cares as my concern. that if the trips are to be there, knowing full well that Iwas a (tra, all you Seattle College mus- worn on feet."
Unfortunately, our troubles So give me a chance to lend a
jicians! I'm on my way to room
trail.
In additional interesting data,
skiers will have to resort to the habitual liar.
32 where they hold rehearsals at Mr. Nelson is of the opinion that
While those with more experi- were not at an end. A few miles hand,
grueling
"Well,
fine,"
cut-back
trail
or
shuttlethe
grinned
that's
]
ence began the hike with a steady from Rainier Park, one of the And leave my prints in honor's bus so shunned by
12:15 every Monday and Wednes- Dutch Treats are just a good thing,
bone-crusher, "Now you can come day
old-timers.
t
prait which gets the hikers to their trucks began to sputter and soon
right now. Mr. Ernest Fitz- and furthermore there ought to be
sand.
ceiling
and take your■ simmons, world-wide
"When the time arrives, new down off the
destination, some of the fellows it limped to a stand-still. After
Craig, '45.
—Ed
famous vi- more of them. The girl fortunate
students are urged to join the club, feet out of your mouth."
started at a mile-eating, yet ever- many attempts failed to start it,
olinist and conductor of the Broad- enough to get a date with Mr.Nelits only prerequisite being an asweakening pace. Smiles were on all crammed themselves into the
way Night School Young Symph- son will most likely receive a garpiration to execute telemarksrather
ony for the past five years is our denia corsage. Nineteen years old,
the faces of the older hikers as one truck and continued their
than sitzmarks, and a spirit of loythey passed these human meteors homeward journey.
conductor. Music stands and mus- member of the Knights, Don is six
alty and backing for the club. With
They rode eighty miles into
reposed on a rock getting a secic are provided as well as some in- feet tall, weigh 155 pounds. He
the large numbers of enthusiasts,
ond wind. Approximately an hour Seattle with only one stop. Yet
struments. If you play any instru- wears brown, as that is his favorthis year's enrollment is expected
ment, and possess a fondness for ite color. He is just as good swingand a half was spent on the up- everyone was in high spirits when
they arrived.
trail.
Bach, Beethoven, and Brahms, see ing a mean foot at the Trianon as
another, "What to bring, the club should gain in
One
tree
said
to
The destination having been They had completed the first part of you has been made into prominence as one of the most in- All Right! Just a College Hob- Father Reidy immediately, and carrying on his duties withhis litteresting activities in the school.
join our orchestra!
reached the down-trail was begun hike of the year; were tired, but shoes?"
tle ax.
|by.
and soon the weary trail blazers liked it. Everyone was looking The other answered, "My soul,
[
I
don't
know
I
acquire
how
that
to
which
the next hike
were at the trucks. But, please forward
trait; you might as well have the
yes, my soul."
don't leave here as the chain of is to be held in a couple of weeks.
truth. Iread the Spectator, but
subject
of shoes (or
If you didn't jro on this hike,I So rises the
real events has not yet begun.
that's not my main reason for
I
it
just
bring
up?)
did
coming
the
one
why
try
you
the
don't
large
Seated in
back of the
writing you this. For two weeks
Birth:
thinks
of
in
opened,
joke
Since
S.
C.
has
conFrosh
l
You'll
a
up?
great
have a
time
truck, the hikers heard the powerI've
been going to Seattle College
out
loud.
clomp
something
(we
tinual
of
!
class
and
chuckles
good.
By Mary Ellen Beyer
ful motor rumble; there was a and it will do you
could say shoes) has been heard Teacher hears and tells Frosh to and never in any institution have
"
I
a
generally
come
across
word
so
[
throughout the campus.
'
Never tell it before the class. Frosh
used as "right. The use of that
The makers of Campbell Soup the sun does come out, and his
has a style hit anyone so hard as complies.
this one especially the eardrums. One day old: Senior who heardI word seems to be a regular hobby advertise "21 kinds of soup to difficulties still seem insurmountchoose from" and then list twenty- able, he sees nothing
Besides the general clatter of it in class turns it int*> Spectator at this school.
* * * to wait for.
Students buzz about the halls two. The reason is that the comthese logs, there is also the buzz office as his own. Editor thinks
By Ted Mitchell
'.saying, "Is it right?" "Yeah, pany wants people to talk about "What's in a name?", queried
of comments which always arise. it's lousy.
Even the boys have taken to givIyou're right," "Right here; or the supposed error so that it will Shakespeare centuries ago. It
Two days old: Editor has over-'
Two Negro trumpeters moved, Jump," etc., indicate that Miller ing direct statements on them. Of abundance of space. Has to use1 "Boy, is she all right!" The word get an idea of how thoroughly the would be enlightening to know
is just everywhere. Why Ieven ad is read. The system works. what are the reasons in the minds
were shanghaied, were lured by should stick to his field of play- course, they believe these wooden
as fill.
attended a knitting class where From 400 to 700 persons write to of townspeople who name their
promise of higher wages, or oth- ing what we sincerely believe is obstacles should be discontinued joke
One week old: Several dozen
erwise migrated to white bands the best sweet music heard. But because of the power they pack colleges print the joke in their the co-eds werebabbling in unison; the company annually, calling at- communities Battiest, Dingy, Loo"Right stitch, right stitch, cross tention to the "error."
swing
neyville, Folly, Worry and the like.
|
when
he
tries
to
ouch!!
during the papt few months with
when gently, but forcibly pushed papers
* * *
* ♥♥
as exchanges.
over, pull it through.1
The aforementioned are names of
excellent and interesting results.
into the shins and also for the
One month old: Annapolis Log The classrooms are simply chokWe dug some fairly old records sake of their toes which can be
"It's never too late to learn," towns in the United States. It
"Cootie" Williams, one of Ellingprints
joke
original.
as
ing with "right." Ioften wonder thinks W. A. McKeever, of Okla- would indeed be a novel experience
ton's famous sidemen, left the during the summer which gave us smashed so easily by these miniaSix months old: Spectator re- if I'm not attending a school en- homa City. To prove it, McKeev- to meet someone from Solid ComDuke to join Goodman. Benny quite a kick. They were Alvino ture log jams.
immediately put out a recording Rey's very different discs of four
Although the girls wear them prints joke, giving credit to An- dowed by the good Annie "right." er, who was formerly a professor fort, Benevolence, Okay, and Goonapolis Log.
(Oops, there Igo again.) In the
classics,
psychology at Kansas State dy, also small* American
including
which
the
"St.
Louis
towns.
(we
Look
at
Me
Now"
"Oh,
of
cannot definitely name them)
* 4
in Read- econ lecture all one hears la the of
especially,
College, established a school for
A
fine
exBlues."
In
the
"Blues"
competitors.
with a smile on their faces, there One year old: Printed
topped all
"right to ownership," "right by men and women over seventy
What type of advertisements in
ample of Cootie's muted growl Rey makes his electric guitar sit is sadness in their hearts and pain ers' Digest.
years old: Bob law," "right wing of a senate."
years of age. McKeever has an magazines do you read and what
trumpet playing against B. G.s up and laugh, cry and tell anec- in their feet, for 10, and behold, One and a half
in four different languages. these things are a little, shall we Burns gives credit for the joke to Can't escape it.
enrollment of more than 900 old- kind do you avoid? If you saw
precision brass and
* sax
* sections. dotes
Seeking a solution Ivisited a sters who enthusiastically attend a picture of a girl in a riding haThe others were "Light Cavalry say, uncomfortable and awkward. his Grandpa Snazzy and his Uncle
friend, Margey Smith. When I
This column will give a highly Overture," "William Tell Over- If the girls are asked for their Slug. years
' daily classes. He urges his pupils bit astride a horse,
— which would
Two
old: Speaker at popped a question she said, "right to follow the news, cultivate you look at first the girl or the
embossed picture postcard of the ture," and "In the Hall of the opinions they would undoubtedly meeting
uses joke to add color he played shortstop; his first name friendships, participate in church horse?
Herbert A. Thompson,
new building to those who can id- Mountain King." The good spots uphold the merits of these clogs
is Bob." Ipersist and she goes activities. The schoolmaster says agency executive, found that a
entify each of the current crop of in these include good background but in private the old standby, t?) to his speech.
Glenn Miller "killers" with the la- from the drums, fine piano solos saddles, would still hold top hon- Three years old: Teachers be- further; 1Al Homback is a corker that his students' regained interest woman would look first at the ridgin to use joke (once a week)
in 'right field.
in life accounts for the low mor- ing habit, but a man would glance
bels removed. A new style can be all through, and a tenor sax pas- ors.
There you have it in a nut shell. tality rate among
first at the horse. Yes, really.
If everyone had their way these Three years, three weeks old:
very pleasant the first few times sage in the "St. Louis Blues" by
* *them.
♥
Thompson also discovered that adoffered, witness "In the Mood," an unknown reed man who de- wooden shoes would be given to All because of a Freshman's grin, I'm just going "Sky-rewy" over
the government for national de- And a teacher who disapproved that word "right; and if you can More suicides occur on days in vertisements are most eagerly read
and 'Tuxedo Junction," but when serves more recognition.
the din,
The
main
trouble
with
colsolve my dilemma, I'll
as
to
become
hacka
fense along with aluminum then
so
often
heard
— "right"' which the weather is agreeable when they talk about you, and
Having been, bartered around by (oops, I'm at it again) I'll write than on gloomy ones. On a gray with least interest when they talk
neyed it gets pretty deadly. The umn, if this can be called such, is all would be better for wear.
you a letter extolling the eighth day a depressedperson is confident about the company. An economics
idle folks,
Yes, let's all go for defense in
same arranger's cliches appearing that it is essentially one man's
wonder of the world, namely, the that things will be better when the theme in an advertisement never
over and over again in such corn opinion. If you disagree, let us a big way not only national but Beneath this slab lies J. Oke.
Amen.
11Spectator. "Right?"
physical'
as "Boulder Buff "Sun Valley know.
sui^^ornes out. However, when fails to repel readers.
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Shoes From
A Wooden Angle

All Right! Its
A College Hobby

Life Of A Joke
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INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL FACES
CRISIS
College
Opens
MUTTERINGS
In MAROON

Bookstore
Year WithNovel Supplies

The athletic program of Seattle College is at the cross- The Catholic Worker, represent- New Stock Offers Varied Assortment Of Scholastic
roads. Within the next two weeks will be decided whether or ed by St. Francis House of HosMaterials And Jewelry
-pitality, 1010 King St., is preparnot the intramurals will function efficiently.
ing its fall and winter program seThe way basketball is shaping up is indicative of what ries for the Thursday evening for- By the by, doesn't your fa- $3,500 worth of books passed
vorite friend have a birthday or
might result. There is a scarcity of players due to the num- ums held weekly at 8 p. m., it was something coming soon? Trot over through its portals, covering every
you could think of biolber of students working. But there are many who could play announced this week by Miss Eva to the Bookstore and see their
— course
ogy, chemistry, economics, and
gifts
wonderful
assortment
of
Lauzon, chairman.
and are indifferent.
tie clasps, Shaeffer lifetime Pen business education, English,
The sports editor has proposed a plan in his column which The October 9th forum will fea- and Pencil sets, cigarette lighters French, German, Greek, history,
mathematics,
might bring about a boom to the game. Itis strongly urged ture Dr. Herbert E. Cory, of the and cases, College pendants and journalism, Latin, physics,
psy-^
Liberal Arts Department of the sweatshirts and any number of music, philosophy,
that all club officers make every effort to obtain players in University of Washington, review- super suggestions.
chology, religion, sociology, Spanorder to gain the athletic good wishes of the entire school. ing Father McFadden's "Philos- Have all you girls from the Otis ish, speech and drama. The Readophy of Communism." Other pro- Hall seen the super laundry bags, er's Digest, known and read by
Now is a good chance for those who complain about the grams will deal with the
Liturgy, especially made for mailing home, all, is always on sale at the Booklack of intercollegiate sports to do their bit in order that we cooperatives, interracial justice, that are on sale at the Bookstore? store.
might someday be an athletic name inthis country. We must labor, and various religious, eco- They're pretty nice and very Now that the majority of the
nomic and social questions.
smart.
books are out for the quarter,
convert words into action.
Those wishing to come fifteen
Incidentally, there is a serious keep our suggestions in mind and
minutes before program time are side to this Bookstore of ours. In help support your College Book-

, $

By Dan Riley

h

Catholic Worker
Program Starts

Player Shortage Calls For All Out
Student Support Of Cage Sport

I

I'm about to write a little hunk of fire which will either
in a beautiful job of throat-cutting performed on
ours truly, or will result in a very successful intramural
asketball season.
For two years now, I"ye listened to the various clubs of
le school ballyhooing for a dance or some other activity they
re to stage. The purpose of this ballyhoo is usually to raise
)me funds for that club. Of course, there is also a little
leasure passed out to the holders of a dance ticket, or a
irill to the gambling instinct of the rafflemaniacs.
How about these organizations shelling out for a change.
How about each of the clubs sponsoring a basketball team
the intramural league. Not only sponsor a team, but buy
studying Dr. Pius Parson's "Study other words, they do sell books. store by doing something besides
me shirts with the club name or emblem decorating it, and
the Mass."
During the first week of school thinking about them.
you feel filthy rich, get them trunks to match.
Ican hear the moaning from here, but after all its not
king much. In the past it's been, "Joe, how about helping
it Seattle College by helping Gavel, or Mendel, or the
—
lights." How about making it, "Hey Gavel, Mendel, Realizing that a sports page in Saturday to Detroit. The score
the fall is not a real sports page 19 to 0.
lights, how about helping Seattle College by helping Joe." without the customary gridiron Probably the best and closest
From what I've seen some of the clubs could use a little prophet, the editor has secured the game in the country this week is
the Guesser, who the Wisconsin-Northwestern frac"c which might be started by rooting for a team which you services of Gertie
will be your guide in making all as. Wisconsin is looking to one of
c behind. Maybe we'll see now, just how much you are for bets and "I told you so" cracks. its best years and Northwestern
attle College. Maybe you're just full of hot air when you Any views expressedby Gertie are is sporting one of the best backBILL POWERS
JACK TERHAR
her own, and do not in any way
ages. However, Harry
sh around waving the flag for the dear old Alma Mater. express the policy of this publica- fields in is mixing
poison
up
for
Stuhldrehr
We'll see, we'll see.
Ed.
tion.
his opponents and will win 14-6.
Wednesday, 2:00 P.M.
Nine Holes 15c
Fordham,
probably
Here are the top fifteen games greatest teamwith history, its
in
will
$7.50 per quarter
Municipal Course
that theclubs are going to give their full support, let's for the coming Saturday. First,
have little trouble defeating S. M.
Mississippi
Alabama
vs.
State.
The
players
coming
of the
basketball seaive a warning to the
They lost to a Texas team last
Beginners Classes
85c per week
—
Crimson Tide is a little too strong U.
on. There will be no horsing around strictly business. The for the Maroons and should even year and are out to get the south—
20 to 0.
lea will be tough they have to be. We don't want a league last year's score. They'll wallop i erners.
—
Michigan sans Harmon and co.
the
to
by
Staters
a
score
of
13
7.
function like last year's softball mess. There will be noj
W. S. C. looked pretty sad in is still good enough to beat lowa
istponed games. The teams to play shall either show up, !j losing to U.C.L.A., while Cal look- by at least 16 to 7.
JOHN McKAY
PEGGY McGOWAN
super in beating St Mary's, so put-! Marquette will have a tough
range a substitute game, or lose by forfeit.
ting two and two together we get I time beating Mich. St., who is
give
support
their
full
at
least
body
give
The student
will
under the sting of Michigan's win
W. S. C, 7 and California, 26.
eir interests' worth.
Perm is missing a guy named over them last week. However, it
to 0.
Takea peek at the adon the bottom of this page. Whether Reagan, who led them to one of looks like the Avalanche
— U. S. C.byand7 Ohio
glorious
dilly
their
most
seasons
a
Here's
a
star,
sap
duffer,
or a
a goof or a genius, a
v are a dub or a
year ago, and Harvard is looking St. These two schools are both
TOM BRENNAN
me on and do your best.
to its red-letter day. For this rea- under new coaches, both won their
Daily, 12:30-4:30
against O. S. C. and
The Hikers have a team lined up that may not win hands son we give the nod to Harvard first games
respectively, and both
13
to
Missouri
by
a
score
of
0.
10c per game
wn but will be the dark horse of the league. Johnny Mc- Although Notre Dame is still have "just fair" teams. However,
v
for
his
looking
sponsor
basketball,
for
a
quantibeing
loyal
string
czar
of
is
a
we'll
westerner,
somewhat of an unknown
ly, the
a sure bet to name along with the Trojans and the
im. Incidentally the sponsored teams need not be mera- ty, it is still
Indiana, who lost last score will be 7 to 6.
them
over
of the clubs in the set-up to be. Of course your memrship may take a decided jump could be.
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Wacky
All
The
Blazing Five
All-American

Hikers Produce

■Che

Hikers are going to blaze
clean trail through the intrairal this year so they say; the
peculiar part of the story is that
they probably will.
Old Hiyu has dug up a team
that will be tough for any oppo-

—

sition; speed, size, and deception

be evident when they take
Call
floor.
At one starting forward post
will be Al Burke, the man who
never played ball till he went to
college. Al was one of the most
dependable scorers on Bill Hend-

By Andy Carvet

Chancellor Club will enterthe youth of the city with
annual fall informal to be held
at the Inglewood Golf and Country Club, Saturday, October 4.

fhe
i

Forest, tackle; Jones, N. Carolina
St., tackle; Jones, Arkansas, guard;
Jones, Kansas St., guard; Jones,
Arkansas, center; Jones, Pitt,back;
Jones, Miss., back; Jones, Kenback; *Smith, V.P.1., back.
*tucky,
Jones was caught in the draft.

Triers

_
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's: Camel's

-

extra coolness— and other Camel advantages
arem t^ esmo^ e After all, it's the smoke you smoke. And
in the smoke of the slower-burning cigarette of costlier
tobaccos there's more coolness, more flavor, extra mildness— with less
' nicotine.
Thesmoke s the thing! Smoke out the facts about milder
smoking pleasure yourself.Dealers feature Camels by the
carton. For economy— convenience— get your Camels by
tlie carton
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wLISSii!Si i«kmi!i
"I NEVER REALIZED, until Ichanged to Camels, that a
cigarette could be so muck milder and yet have all that
wonderful flavor," adds Miss Van Nuys from the pool's
edge (above). Yes, Camels always hit the spot— and they're
extramild with lessnicotine in the smoke.
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BY BURNING 25% SLOWER than the average of the<s other
largest-selling brandstested— slowerthan any of them— Camels
a :iO B've you a smoking plus equal, on the average,to

'

iiiiii

COLUMBUS
CAFE
1010 Madison

IfTl Ji^W i^F

1

«N|S
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SWIMS
sherides
she's typicallymodern in her zest for the active
life. Typically modern, too, in wanting to know the scientific facts about
the cigarette she smokes. In choosing Camels, Dorothy Van Nuys enjoys the
scientific assurance of a slower-burningcigarette. That means more coolness,
extra mildness.
freedom from the harsh, irritating qualitiesof excess heat
And she knows, from independent laboratory reports, that in the smoke of
extra-mild Camels, there is less nicotine. (See above,right.)

SHE

*^^ TT"M"

)

The name is Dorothy Van Nuys. The place— California's popular
Santa Barbara. The cigarette— America's favorite— C-A-M-E-L!
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At the beginning of each
football season, a bunch of
addle-brained sports writers
dig into their files and put
together a team of players
with unpronouncable names.
Some go in for colors, some
go in for famous names. We
got an idea the other day and
are passing it on to you.

ry's team last year and is awfully
hard to move.
First Team
Dan Riley, another of last years
Smith, Drake, end; Smith, Oklahigh scorers, will be at a grand
spot. Tall, fast and a fair shot, homa, end; Smith, Rutgers, tackle;
Dan, along with Bob Roy, will en- Smith, San Jose, tackle; Smith,
gineer most of the scoring plays. Miss., guard; Smith, Loyola, guard;
At center is Harkness, a former Smith, Loyola, center; Smith, VillaBellarmine flash. Don't let anyone nova, back; Smith, Tulane, back;
kid you, for this boy is a sure Smith, Minn., back; Smith Tex.
Tech., back.
fire hit.
Bob Ray will fill the other
Second Team
guard slot. The "mighty mite" Johnson, Cornell, end; Johnson,
is a smooth floorman and a swell Lehigh, end; Johnson, Kentucky,
passer;- on top of this he is full tackle, ohnson, Mich. St., tackle;
of fight.
Johnson, SMP, guard; Johnson,
At the last position Don Nel- Purdue, guard; Johnson, SMU,
son, the ex-Wisconsonite, will try center; Johnson, W & M, back;
to edge out Andy Charnet, late Johnson, Centenary, back; Johnson,
of Mt. Angel's. Andy was high Arkansas, back; Johnson, VPI,
scorer for two years at Angel's back.
intramural league, and if boardThird Team
ers could have played varsity he
Williams, Davidson, end; Wilwould have been on the squad. liams, Tex. A & M, end; Williams,
Don is fast and tricky and will Syracuse, tackle; Williams, V.M.1.,
play a lot of ball.
tackle; Williams, Boston Col., cenIn reserve will be Gene Voiland ter; Williams, N. Carolina St.,
and Ed Craig. Gene is the rough- guard; Williams, Santa Clara,
tough type of player, while 65" guard; Williams, Colgate, back;
Craig is a good bet under the Williams, Tex. A & M, back; Wilbasket.
Auburn, back.
Yes, old Hiyu is on the warpath
Jones, Miss. St., end; Jones, Okand some will get scalped.
lahoma A & M, end; Jones, Wake

CHANCELLOR CLUB
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EXTRA SIV\OKES PER PACK.
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Continuing Last Week's Story

COMMENT
By A

A. S.S.C. HOLDS
About Visit With Roosevelts RECORD MEET

Coed

"

Pre-Med Honorary
Holds Installation

Friday noon found the entire

Preceded by a banquet at the

Roosevelt's Cottage
student body of Seattle College Washington Athletic Club, instalLubec,
Maine, that evening, and tried to assembled in the upper halls of lation ceremonies for members of
Now that those Kelly-green We arrived at
the Knights of Columbus building the chapter of the Alpha Epsilon
chapeaus have been lovingly get the ferry scow to take us to the island. But because it for the first business meeting of Delta at Seattle College were held
Mongrain Sunday evening, June 1, 1941. A
tacked on the bedroom wall as was nine, and the immigration officer goes home at six the year. President Ray
opened the meeting, extending a short talk was given by Doctor
o'clock,
ferry
the
Word
had
been
left
Lujerking
trophy
running.
tearor
wasn't
at
a
welcome to all students, both new Poe, Grand President of Alpha
have been magnanimously do- bec for us to go to Eastport, a distance of four miles, and and old; and introducing, for the Epsilon Delta. Immediately folnated to the kid brother (who meet a fisherman who would take us to Campobello at ten particular benefit of the new lowing, Father Gerald Beezer instudents, the officers for the cur- troduced the guest speaker of the
will probably add a beaver tail o'clock. The ride that followed was the wildest yet. The rent year. He next called upon evening, Dr. Frank Flaherty.
and think himself very colle- road was narrow and nothing but a series of turns that fol- Joe McArdle, chairman of the Ad- Dr. Flaherty spoke on the subvisory Board, who outlined the ject, "Should a Medical Student
but we made the trip in forty-five purposes
giate)
or perhaps (cruel lowed the seacoast
and duties of that com- Anticipate Specialization?" Stated
thought) have even been un- minutes, a record which won't be equaled for a long time! mittee. The students then rose to Dr. Flaherty: "No matter what
sentimentally thrust into the After inquiry, we found the spot where we were to be pick- acknowledge the president of the field of endeavor one has planned,
College, F/ither Francis E. the four basic years at medical
nearest "Help Keep our City ed up so sat down to wait and remained waiting for nearly Corkery,
S.J., who extended his school must be completed first.
Clean"
we can slap-hap- two hours. Finally, the small fishing boat did come and in special welcome to all the stud- To enter medicine with a broad
pily settle down to things a short time we arrived at the Roosevelt "Cottage" of thirty- ents. The activities Week Com- mind is better than narrowing it
mittee, aptly headed by Bill Ber- to any one special field. After
more scholaistic.
five rooms. Mrs. Sarah Roosevelt, the President's mother, ridge and B. J. Dunham, took much
speculation one can easily
i
came over one evening to meet the students. Her cottage over the meeting' to present a skit specialize at the termination of
depicting the excitement that the four year basic training."
Things haven't changed was next door to "ours", and though we were neighbors, filled the school preceding the The honorary members of Washmuch. That is if one wishes we saw very little of her since she was, as she put it, "suf- Frosh Mixer Friday night. After ington Alpha are the following:
report from the treasurer, Joe Gerald R. Beezer, S.J., head of
to exclude the new Building fering from a bad case of old age." She was certainly im- Eberharter,
the meeting was ad- the Chemistry Department; Dr.
1
typify
everyones
idea
of
pressive
one that seemed to
Beautiful
the oodles of
journed.
H. T. Buckner, M.D., noted bone
specialist; Dr. H. T. Drill, head of
confusing countenances and the "American Mother." Iconsider myself very fortunate to
the Physics Department; Dr.
rainy treks from S. C. to K. C. have known her. The news of her death came as somewhat
Helen
J. Werby, Ph. D., head of
person
shock;
it didn't seem possible that such a vital
(and that had such a tricky of a
the Biology Department; Dr. R.
.) Ah well, time could have died.
twist, too.
L. Zech, M.D., noted surgeon.
Officers of the new honorary
and who are
staggers on
are
as follows: President, William
be absolutely nil around here.
we to create an exception.
Stapleton; Vice-president, William
Usually someone obligingly
Haines; Secretary-Treasurer, JerMc- ry Dragovich; Faculty Adviser,
steps
Accordingto
falls
down
the
front
Dean
James
B.
Hearsay has it that the
Goldrick, S. J., Dean of Studies, Rev. Gerald Beezer, S.J.
ASSC treasury has swelled takes the elevator to the third The music department of Seattle Frederick E. Bolton, Ph. D., Dean
considerably since the last floor or something equally as College has resumed its activities Emeritus of the Department of
prosaic. Perhaps things will with the intention of perfecting its Education at the University of
shall we say meager pittance,
musical program as soon as pos- Washington has given a valuable
pick up.
of last Friday noon? Ah, but
sible. Twenty-five girls but very contribution to the Dept. of Eduat the College. The gift
by Friday evening the plot
Just Around: Bob Masen- few boys responded to the invita- cation
consists
of a number of valuable
join
tion
the
Glee
Club.
Reverto
thickened, came to a boil and ga back at S. C. May we be
end Daniel J. Reidy, Dean of the educational bulletins of which some
hardened as the treasury forward enough to venture a Music Department, states that, un- go as far back as a quarter of a
All are in good condition
quanticentiplied its former "welcome"
Then there's less more malevoices are obtained, century.
and consist of the following: Edua
mixed
chorus
will
the
idea
of
amount. We hope that the fi- Ginny Gemmill (last year's have to be abandonedfor that of a cation; Scientific Monthly; Chicanancial and social success of W. S. S. C. prexy)
Joe women's chorus. He asks that all go School Journal; Psychological
see Bulletin; School and Society; BalOooh,
parallel.
the dance are
Johnny Downs boys with good singing voices
Merrick
Aklin, timore Bulletin of Education; The
either
him
or
Mr.
Walter
J.
but the crowd. Oh, but our
Mary Alice director of the club.
Iris Logan
Nation's Schools; The Psychologifeet!
Geyer and other such nice peo- The Glee Club is usually one of cal Abstracts; Journal of Peda■ « ■■:■
of all activities for gogy; Psychological Monographs;
ple
Bill Bates seems to the best liked
at
it entertains all the large college Journal of the National EducationHuman interest seems to hibernated in 401. And he functions. Thus, its realm of en- al Association; School Review;
joyment extends not only to the Washington Educational Journal;
was such a lovely boy, too
participants
to all the School Life; Teachers' College Recactive
The girl who wants to play the students who attendbuttheir
pro- ord; Phi Delta Kappa; Year Books
for the National Society for the
Bass Fiddle in Seattle College grams.
Study of Education.
have
also
departments
The
other
wishes for a little more acbeen active during the past week.
companiment. So turn out for Those chosen for t^e Girls'- Trio
a really good orchestra
are: Norma Moretti, soprano; Bet- j
second soprano; and j
which has a really good con- ty Loggins,
—
Pat Cramer, alto. Members of the j
„ ©
(Earnest Fitzsim- quartet have not yet been selected, j
ductor
mons,Concert Violinist)
It These two smaller musical groups
1923 Third Avenue
much publicity to the school j
would help, tho, if you knew bring
through their tours to Catholic high
a sharp from a flat
Musi- schools all over the state.
MAin 2871
cally speaking of course
Latest reports are that the
PERRI
FRANK
Barn Dance will be in the viTAILOR
We
cinity of Hallowe'en
422 15rh North
Special Made To Measure Suits
first
wonder who will be the
$40.00 and up
Second Floor to say "Get your Barn Dance
Phone
ELiott 0755
Vance Building dates early"
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Education School
Given Bulletins
By Dean Bolton

Glee Club Lacks
... Male Voices

"

SEATTLE COLLEGE
Appreciates
Its Advertisers!!

"

.. .
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Here Is Latest Bulletin Issued
Concerning Overdue Books; Reserves
Library Regulations

—

Issue of Books A call slip must be filled out for each title'one
desires to borrow. Books on "Reserve" (i.e., books set aside for
collateral reading assigned by professors) should be requested by
author and title; all other books, besides author and title, should
bear the CALL NUMBER of the book.
Rooks are loaned for two weeks, except some new and popular
books which may be kept for only seven days, and the books on
"Reserve," most of which are loaned for two hours; some are
loaned for two and three days.
REFERENCE BOOKS— AII books in the Reading Room are
reference books, and are not to be removed under any circumstamfs. ALL RESERVE books may be withdrawn for overnight
use at 4 p. m. These books must be returned at the loan desk
before 8:15 a. m.
ISSUE OF PERIODICALS AND MAGAZlNES— Periodicals and
magazines may be borrowed only for use in the reading room.
RENEWALS— Reserve books and seven-day books are not renewable. Other books may be renewed once.
OVERDUE, LOST AND DAMAGED BOOKS— Books are due
back :it the latest date marked on inside cover. A fine of 5 cents
a day will be assessed on each volume not returned when due.
On RESERVE books a fine of 10 cents an hour will be assessed,
increasing to 15 cents an hour on the second day overdue, and
25 cents an hour on the fourth day overdue.
An overdue notice will be sent to the borrower on the third and
the seventh d.iy a book is overdue. Failure to receive either notice
sent to the latest address in the office records in no way affects
the responsibility of the borrower for the return of thp book and
payment of fine incurred.
A borrower must pay for books injured or lost whilt' charged
to him. If a book is found later and presented to the library in
Kood condition within six months of the date due, the amount
may be refunded.
—
HOURS The library will be open on all class days from 8 a. m.
to 5 p. m., and from 7 to 0 p. m.; on holidays and Saturdays from
9 a. m. to 12, noon. On Sundays the library is closed.
The hours for circulation of books on CLASS DAYS arc from
8:15 a. m. to sp. m. There is no circulation of book.; in the
evenings or on Sundays.
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PETSCHL'S
MARKET

.. .

...

...

LARKIN 10c
STORE

■

...

Complete Line
of School Supplies

.. .

Milady's Beauty
Shop

OKAY FLOWER SHOP
1330 Ea. Madison

718 Broadway

CA. 9735

CA. 9936
DELIVERY

Pat's Barbecue
.
1118 12th Avenue

WESTERN WHOLESALE

JOSEPH HART

TheFrances Smith
Shop

and 111 give you back 15 seconds

Frocks and Bonnets
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Says PAUL DOUGLAS,

«

well-knownradio announcer
Oomebody whistles a few bars of a catchy tune.
Others pick it up.
Soon the whole country's whistling it.
It's a hit.

INCORPORATED

PRESCRIPTION
DRUGGISTS
404 Union Street
Great Northern K. R.Bldg.

Somebody lights up a cigarette.
Likes it. Passes the word along.
Soon the whole country's smoking it.
It's a hit. ITS CHESTERFIELD.

MUZZ PIERGROSSI

1725 Jackson

CALL MA 9250

For Prompt Printing Service

FROSH
VOTEFOR
--

PattKennard

Sgt.-At-Arms

FOR FRESHMAN
VICE PRESIDENT
Mary Ellen Currid
VOTE FOR ED
And Get Ahead

ED CRAIG FOR PRESIDENT

Peg McCormick

J.he big thing that's pushing Chesterfield ahead

Is the approval of smokers like yourself.

Chesterfields are definitely Milder,

Cooler-Smoking and Better-Tasting.
They're made of the world's best

--

cigarette tobaccos
Blended just right to give you more smokingpleasure.

--

Secretary

Gene Tardif

jß\f-\r\

Treasurer

================
Cbas. E. Sullivan

Florist
FIVE DIRECT LINES
ANSWER SE. 1300
1102 Fourth Aye.
Opposite Binyon Optical Co.

3.00

PodiPoui Pet
...

I
J

Sweeter'n sugar— this new little
fashioned of suede- <gl
Junior
cloth for softly draped flattery, t
Nipper-inner waistline, shirred jj
dirndlskirt.
WoolPomPom .9
buttons.
£
Sand, Panama Blue, Rose. Sizes o
9-15
§
4

"
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JJut even these facts wouldn't count -,
Ifsmokers didn't just naturally like them.
Once a smoker finds out from Chesterfield
What real smoking pleasure is, nothing else will do.
Yes> felloW' smokers'ITS YOUR APPROVAL
IHAT s puSHING Chesterfield Ahead.
\

ykh *^<£^***~&
Copyright 1941, Llccrrr & Minis Tobacco Co.

I Everywhere you go

